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ABSTRACT. The emerging discipline of sustainability science is focused explicitly on the dynamic interactions between nature and society and is committed to research that spans multiple scales and can support transitions toward greater sustainability. Because a growing body of place-based social-ecological sustainability research (PBSESR) has emerged in recent decades, there is a growing need to understand better how to maximize the effectiveness of this work. The Programme on Ecosystem Change and Society (PECS) provides a unique opportunity for synthesizing insights gained from this research community on key features that may contribute to the relative success of PBSESR. We surveyed the leaders of PECS-affiliated projects using a combination of open, closed, and semistructured questions to identify which features of a research project are perceived to contribute to successful research design and implementation. We assessed six types of research features: problem orientation, research team, and contextual, conceptual, methodological, and evaluative features. We examined the desirable and undesirable aspects of each feature, the enabling factors and obstacles associated with project implementation, and asked respondents to assess the performance of their own projects in relation to these features. Responses were obtained from 25 projects working in 42 social-ecological study cases within 25 countries. Factors that contribute to the overall success of PBSESR included: explicitly addressing integrated social-ecological systems; a focus on solution- and transformation-oriented research; adaptation of studies to their local context; trusted, long-term, and frequent engagement with stakeholders and partners; and an early definition of the purpose and scope of research. Factors that hindered the success of PBSESR included: the complexities inherent to social-ecological systems, the imposition of particular epistemologies and methods on the wider research group, the need for long periods of time to initiate and conduct this kind of research, and power asymmetries both within the research team and among stakeholders. In the self-assessment exercise, performance relating to team and context-related features was ranked higher than performance relating to methodological, evaluation, and problem orientation features. We discuss how these insights are relevant for balancing place-based and global perspectives in sustainability science, fostering more rapid progress toward inter- and transdisciplinary integration, redefining and measuring the success of PBSESR, and facing the challenges of academic and research funding institutions. These results highlight the valuable opportunity that the PECS community provides in helping build a community of practice for PBSESR.
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INTRODUCTION
One consequence of the increased impact of human activities on the biosphere has been a growing recognition of the dependence of societal well-being on the life-support system of the planet (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). This recognition has underpinned research that views ecological, economic, and social systems as interlinked and inseparable social-ecological systems (SESs; Berkes and Folke 1998, Folke 2006, Ostrom 2009). We are increasingly aware of the multiple ways in which people shape ecosystems, from local to global scales, and how we are fundamentally dependent on the capacity of these systems to support human prosperity and societal development. This same body of research has also led to a better understanding of how environmental, economic, and societal change processes are dynamically interlinked, and how an understanding of these connections is critical in efforts to foster more sustainable environmental stewardship (Chapin et al. 2009). Despite these advances, the potential benefits of adopting a SESs perspective to improve sustainability outcomes through research are far from being fully realized (Bennett et al. 2015, Fischer et al. 2015).

As social-ecological approaches to sustainability research are becoming increasingly prevalent, a growing body of literature is
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aimed at identifying the features that enable social-ecological research to bring about positive and tangible change toward sustainability (Folke 2006, Clark 2007, Pretty 2011, Lang et al. 2012, Cheruvell et al. 2014, Fischer et al. 2014). Social-ecological research, as a form of sustainability science, is a scientific endeavor that aspires to generate knowledge through problem- or solution-oriented processes that include engagement and collaboration with actors from outside academia (Lang et al. 2012, Martin-López and Montes 2015), often with a focus on specific places and contexts (Fischer et al. 2014).

Over the past decades, various research networks have emerged to facilitate the development and synthesis of social-ecological research. Some of those networks of researchers include the Farming Systems for Development Approach (Shaner et al. 1982) and the Ecoregional approach (Sharma et al. 1996), and they have focused on agroecosystems and how sustainable agricultural production can be delivered. Other networks have focused on either the ecological or the social components of SESs. For example, Ostrom’s Workshop in Political Theory and Policy Analysis at Indiana University pioneered synthetic work on small-scale common-pool resource systems that was mostly focused on governance and institutions (Brondizio et al. 2009). The International Long-Term Ecological Research (ILTER) network has focused on ecological patterns and processes within reserves, but has increasingly begun to expand its research activities beyond conservation areas and to adopt a place-based, long-term, social-ecological research approach (Maass and Equihua 2015, Maass et al. 2016). A number of syntheses of social-ecological dynamics across multiple case studies have been coordinated by the Resilience Alliance, a consortium of research groups and research institutes from across many disciplines (Walker et al. 2006).

The definition and assessment of the success of place-based social-ecological sustainability research (PBSES) remains a challenge. PBSES needs to meet the dual challenge of assessing and understanding complex and dynamic SESs while fostering a genuinely transdisciplinary process that is capable of facilitating knowledge exchange across disciplinary boundaries and between researchers and users (Miller et al. 2008, Lang et al. 2012). Current challenges for sustainability research include determining: how such research is initiated and framed, how practitioners are involved, how the research is funded, how established academic disciplines are integrated with practical knowledge and what new methods are capable of achieving such integration, what type of outreach and communication is relevant and generates impact, and how progress and success are generally measured and defined (Walker et al. 2007, Lang et al. 2012, Mori and Christodoulou 2012, Brandt et al. 2013).

Here, we adopt a working definition of successful research projects as those that enhance social-ecological understanding among both research and user communities while engendering actionable policy or management recommendations and options. Understanding the features that have enabled or prevented research projects from being more or less successful in this regard remains an urgent challenge.

Insights on what may characterize and contribute to successful PBSES projects can be drawn from experience and comparisons across sites (Lang et al. 2012, Fischer et al. 2014) or by revising past or current sustainability research programs (Mooney 2016, Turner et al. 2016). Here, we focus on insights gained by one grouping of such projects that are associated with the Programme on Ecosystem Change and Society (PECS; Carpenter et al. 2012: http://www.pecs-science.org). PECS evolved from a long-standing search for increasing interdisciplinary perspectives within international global change research programs (Fig. 1) that gradually incorporated a range of scientists to address the interlinkages between climate, ecosystem function, biodiversity, and societal needs (Leemans 2016). The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) went beyond previous evaluations, not only in its disciplinary breadth, but also in the depth of the social-ecological analysis (Norgaard 2008). However, MEA participants were surprised by the still highly compartmentalized scientific approaches of much of the research that the MEA drew upon and the difficulties in obtaining integration. As a result of the insights gained from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the MEA, a major shift toward transdisciplinary sustainability science occurred in the search to address the present and future needs of society (Mooney et al. 2013, Leemans 2016). Future Earth was then created using innovative research approaches and governance structures to bring sustainability research in developed and developing countries into the mainstream. PECS is, in a way, an early experiment toward the conceptualization and operationalization of Future Earth, where integration across disciplines, stakeholders, and study sites was seeded. The need for a new 10-yr global research program to foster coordinated research for understanding the dynamic relationship between humans and ecosystems by focusing on specific research sites emerged as a recommendation made by the ad hoc expert group assigned to evaluate the MEA process (ICSU-UNESCO-UN 2008).

**Fig. 1.** The evolution of global research projects and the case of the Programme for Ecosystem Change and Society.

Launched in 2011, the motivation for PECS is to support a more focused and in-depth understanding of SESs and opportunities to foster sustainable stewardship (Carpenter et al. 2012). The principal approach of PECS research is through comparisons of place-based, long-term, social-ecological case studies. To date, 15 projects have been endorsed by PECS, and these together cover...
42 regional case studies around the world that apply a SESs approach and aim to combine different processes of knowledge generation through a transdisciplinary process. A further set of case studies and researchers are involved in PECS as part of the different inter- and transdisciplinary working groups that focus on different crosscutting topics.

Here, we seek to identify key insights and opportunities for improving the practice of PBSESR that have emerged from the PECS community. We do so by surveying existing projects endorsed by and associated with PECS. We first characterized the projects that were included in this survey. A semantic network analysis based on the projects’ abstracts allowed for a characterization of convergent or divergent concepts of PBSESR for the projects assessed. We then reviewed the key research features that have been considered by other scholars of sustainability science (Zierhofer and Burger 2007, Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2008, Lang et al. 2012) and conducted our assessment based on six complementary and interrelated types of research features: problem orientation; research team; and contextual, conceptual, methodological, and evaluative features. For each of these features, we surveyed respondents from different PECS projects to identify specific (desirable or undesirable) attributes considered to be important as well as the factors that either enabled or constrained the ability of researchers to improve the design and implementation of their research. We also report on subjective self-assessment measures of the performance of surveyed projects with respect to the different features examined. In summary, we reflect on the lessons that project leaders learned while undertaking PBSESR about what has been successful and what has failed.

METHODS

Survey design

Our aim and general methodological approach were initially discussed at a PECS workshop held in Stockholm, Sweden, in September 2013. This was the inaugural workshop of PECS and included the Principal Investigators (PIs) and co-PIs of the projects endorsed by PECS as well as the members of the scientific committee. A pilot online survey was sent to the participants of a follow-up PECS workshop held in Moureze, France, in May 2014, including students, researchers, and project leaders.

Based on the pilot survey, we identified six overarching features that together can help describe the makeup of a given PBSESR project. These categories are closely interrelated and contribute toward work in all phases of the project, i.e., planning, development, and closure: problem orientation, contextual, conceptual, methodological, research team, and evaluative features. Problem orientation features capture how a project is conceived and designed, how the problem (or problem set) is chosen, who is involved in this process of problem identification, and what key steps are involved in project conception and design. Contextual features deal with the particular context of a research site (geographic, spatial, and temporal scales; socioeconomic, political, and historical contexts) and research process (institutional setting, funding, and connections with stakeholders) that can have a profound influence on the type of work that is conducted. Conceptual features capture the key themes, concepts, and conceptual frameworks of a given research project.

Methodological features describe the tools and types of methodological approaches of a given research project. Research team features describe the nature of the team, including which researchers and actors are included, their skills, as well as the nature of interactions among participants. Evaluative features relate to the outputs and outcomes of a given project, including those promised to the funders, those agreed upon with the stakeholders, those that emerge from the project as intended or unintended effects on local decision making and actionable policy, as well as additional goals held by the researchers involved.

Data acquisition and analysis

The full online survey (Appendix 1) was circulated to the entire PECS community (including endorsed projects and those in which members of the PECS scientific committee were involved) during September and October 2014. The survey was largely responded to by PIs and co-PIs (24) of the projects, as well as one PhD student and two postdocs.

The survey addressed the six aforementioned features for each of the projects. Information on the project objectives, location of study sites, number and type of research and stakeholder participants, start and end dates, historical legacies, and outcomes of the project were gathered and synthesized in tables. Abstracts of the projects were used to identify common keywords based on a semantic network analysis to characterize further the sets of projects assessed here and visualised with VibrantData (http://vibrantdata.io).

We asked respondents to identify attributes they considered to be of particular importance for each of the features. Respondents also identified any desirable or undesirable aspects of these features, as well as the enabling factors and barriers that together determine the form that a given project takes. The survey was divided into sections for each of the features, with four sets of questions: (1) semistructured questions that aimed to identify desirable and undesirable aspects of the features, as well as enabling factors and obstacles associated with the features; (2) open questions that sought to obtain any other insights from respondents regarding each feature that would be useful to other scholars who undertake this kind of research; (3) closed questions that ranked the relative importance of the analyzed features and particular attributes in each feature; and (4) closed questions that asked about the current performance of the projects with respect to desirable aspects of key features.

We grouped the responses to the semistructured and open questions into similar themes, which were discovered by using the grounded theory approach (Strauss and Corbin 1990, Thomas and James 2006). Individual responses were coded against a set of descriptors that were designed to identify common themes that emerged within and among individual responses, and to capture the key elements of such common themes. Given the large overlap of responses within and among types of features, results were reorganized into three sections: (1) What contributes to success of PBSESR? (2) What hinders the success of PBSESR (including both crosscutting and specific issues)? (3) How are current projects performing for the analyzed features? For each of these sections, we separated features that have enabled from those that have hindered social-ecological research projects to achieve success. We then compared self-attributed progress among types of features. We avoided using quantitative measures of the
frequency of the different types of responses given the large overlaps across types of features and the largely unequal numbers of responses received per question.

RESULTS

Participating projects

A total of 27 researchers responded to the survey, representing 25 projects; 9 projects were endorsed by PECS, and the remainder were associated with members of the PECS scientific committee. Together, the projects represented 42 specific social-ecological case studies located in 25 different countries across five regions (Fig. 2): Africa (13 case studies), Europe (12), Oceania (4), North America (3), Latin America (5), and Asia (3). PIs of these projects were spread across these regions, although they were biased toward Europe (16), with decreasing representation from Latin America (6), North America (5), Africa (3), Asia (3), and Oceania (1).

Although projects naturally differed in their specific research focus, they all built on a platform of place-based research that addresses different social-ecological dynamics of landscapes, seascapes, or coastal regions (Table 1). The analysis of convergence and divergence in the projects' conceptual and thematic approaches to PBSESR, mapped through a semantic network analysis of common keywords, revealed three interconnected clusters of convergent projects (Fig. 3). The clusters focused on sustainable land management, ecosystem services, or coastal SESs. The cluster of projects around ecosystem services was the tightest; these projects are most common to each other in terms of shared thematic and conceptual approaches to PBSESR. The coastal and land-management clusters differed largely because of the type of SES and the importance of adaptation in coastal systems. The conceptual convergence among the projects is confirmed by the three conceptually bridging projects (projects 9, 15, and 25) that are thematically closer to projects of the other clusters. Although they were not the most central projects within their clusters (i.e., most demonstrative for the concepts and themes existent in the clusters and visualized by node size), the three bridging projects best encompassed the different dimensions of PBSESR, including knowledge coproduction, solutions orientation, and integration of a range of stakeholders, as do most of the other projects but to a lesser extent.

Most of the projects (20) evolved from a previous legacy (Table 1). These legacies included earlier collaborations among some of the scientists on the team, conceptual insights obtained in earlier projects, long established research sites, or earlier interactions with local stakeholders.

The size of the projects, both in terms of directly funded personnel and number of associated case studies, differed substantially. The number of people directly linked or funded by the projects ranged from 2 to 45 individuals, and the number of case studies ranged from one to five (Table 1). All of the projects directly or indirectly involved stakeholders from different sectors, including local, state, and national governments; business representatives; nongovernmental organizations (NGOs); and owners or ecosystem managers in the respective case studies. Representatives from local governments and owners or ecosystem managers were involved in 16 of the projects, making these the most common nonacademic stakeholder group. The least common stakeholder group, with involvement in only one project, was national government.

Primary funding for the projects was mostly secured from national funding agencies (17 projects; Table 1). Regional agencies (e.g.,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code.</th>
<th>Project name.</th>
<th>[Case study region and country]</th>
<th>Project goals</th>
<th>Researchers directly involved</th>
<th>Stakeholders directly involved</th>
<th>Types of stakeholder involved</th>
<th>Start date</th>
<th>Funding source and duration</th>
<th>Historical legacies (research initiatives)</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Collaborative Governance in Arizona.</td>
<td>[Tempe, Arizona, USA]</td>
<td>Search for ways to improve crossborder collaboration on a variety of environmental issues in Arizona, as well as social and environmental outcomes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5: local government, state government, landowners and land managers, business representatives, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)</td>
<td>2013/01/08</td>
<td>National funding agency, 3 yr</td>
<td>Multiple partners in the project had previous research on collaboration and adaptive comanagement around the globe and wanted to compare findings</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Farm Dwellers, the Forgotten People? Consequences of Conversions to Private Wildlife Production in KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape.</td>
<td>[Eastern Cape (2) and KwaZulu-Natal (2), South Africa]</td>
<td>Obtain insights on the socioeconomic impacts of private wildlife production, with attention also to implications for nature conservation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6: local government, state government, national government, landowners and land managers, business representatives, NGOs</td>
<td>2007/12/01</td>
<td>National funding agency, 6 yr</td>
<td>Builds on earlier research on the impacts of private sector involvement in Transfrontier Conservation Areas on socioeconomic development and land rights of neighboring communities (2003–2008)</td>
<td>Stakeholder relations outcomes differed between the provinces. In Eastern Cape, it was extremely difficult to mobilize farm dwellers for workshops because they feared for their jobs, although they sent delegates to our meetings. In KwaZulu-Natal, where (contrary to Eastern Cape) game farm owners are facing land claims and levels of violence are high (both on the part of land owners and farm dwellers), all parties were much more inclined to listen to each other and start cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Vulnerability, Coping, and Adaptation with the context of Climate Change and HIV/AIDS in South Africa.</td>
<td>[Eastern Cape, South Africa]</td>
<td>Gain a more nuanced understanding of how multiple interacting shocks and risks, including climate variability and HIV/AIDS, influence capital stocks, local livelihood choices, and vulnerability and food security</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2010/01/01</td>
<td>National funding agency, 4 yr</td>
<td>First social-ecological project in both sites, but all researchers had long-term experience in the region</td>
<td>Development work as a result of linking communities with local government and NGOs with interests in livelihoods, climate change, and sustainability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Governance of ecosystem services under scenarios of change. [Eastern Cape, South Africa]
Analyze social-ecological dynamics in Eastern Cape, focusing on sense of place in the context of migration and links between ecosystem services and human well-being

National funding agency
Newly established project for two PhD students from Stockholm University
Numerous scientific papers, a scenario planning report, a background information document about the study area, and a collection of photographs from a Photovoice participatory photography process used to communicate the project research findings to the communities

5. Institutional Dynamics of Adaptation to Climate Change and Urbanization: Analysis of Rain-Fed Agricultural-Urban Lake Systems in Bangalore, India. [Bangalore, India]
Understand the influence of local governance on the resilience of lakes to urbanization, exploring how institutions can facilitate adaptation to climate change and urbanization in the highly vulnerable, rain-fed, semi-arid agricultural-urban system of Bangalore
2012/01/06
National funding agency, 3 yr follow-up to previous research and citizen engagement with local communities on lake restoration in Bangalore (2007 onward)
Substantial data on urban transformations in a large number of lakes and related commons; scientific and popular media publications to communicate with people

6. Monteregie Connection. [Monteregie, Canada]
Help the local community improve management of a multifunctional landscape
2010/01/10
National funding agency and private funding source
Legacy of one of the co-PI’s long history of working in the region developing relationships with stakeholders
Increased communication, increased knowledge of ecosystem services (moving beyond biodiversity-based conservation)

7. MULTAGRI: Rural Development through Governance of Multifunctional Agricultural Land Use. [Brittany, France; Saxony, Germany (2); Scania, Sweden]
How innovative governance approaches enhance rural ecosystem services while decreasing the negative environmental effects of agriculture
2013/01/09
Regional funding agency, 3 yr

N/A

8. NewTIMES. [Durango, Mexico]
Explore new forest management approaches that balance the needs of different stakeholders (landowners, government, and society) for different types of ecosystem services
2014/07/30
National funding agency, 3 yr
Follows from earlier interactions (2000) with local landowners through government consultation and stems from collaborations established then
Focus has been on exchanging views between researchers and landowners to understand and manage the diversity of ecosystem services where, historically, wood has been the main source of living
9. **OpenNESS in the Nacimiento watershed.**  [Sierra Nevada, Spain]

   One of several case studies of the OpenNESS (Operationalisation of Natural Capital and Ecosystem Services) project, which aims to translate the concept of ecosystem services into operational frameworks that provide tested, practical, and tailored solutions for integrating ecosystem services into rural landscapes management and conservation decision making. The goal was to explore the ways in which ecosystem services can be taken into account in protected area management and to identify tools and strategies used in its implementation.

   - **Regional funding agency:** 5 yr
   - **Follow-up to two previous projects:** 2012/01/12
   - **Knowledge acquired by the research team:** 5
   - **Human capacity development:** 9
   - **Local government, landowners and land managers**

10. **Social-ecological dynamics of secondary tropical dry forests.**  [Jalisco, Mexico]

    Identify the role played by secondary tropical dry forests in the maintenance of biodiversity, ecosystem services, and people’s livelihoods.

    - **National funding agency:** 3.5 yr
    - **Stems from 30 yr of long-term ecological and social-ecological research:** 2012/01/01
    - **Leaflets and booklets on the importance of the forest and the environmental history of the region:** 1
    - **Strong ties to key stakeholders:** 0
    - **Growing interest in codeveloping new research initiatives:** N/A

11. **Resilient agriculture-based livelihoods and resilient agricultural landscapes? Adaptation to climate change in African agriculture.**  [Anambra, Nigeria (2); Makueni, Kenya; Singida, Tanzania (2)]

    Provide insights into the interactions between resilient agricultural livelihoods and landscapes under conditions of increased rainfall variability; analyze whether resilient agricultural landscapes are linked with resilient agriculture-based livelihoods and identify determinant factors.

    - **National funding agency:** 3 yr
    - **Conceptually, a follow-up of previous research in the area (2002–2006) on drought risk and vulnerability to agro-pastoral livelihoods; insights from this previous project helped in formulating the current research questions:** 2012/02/04
    - **Guidelines on how interventions can foster resilience in agricultural production, to be used by development organizations investing in agricultural development; future discussion of research results with stakeholders:** 8
    - **Local government, landowners and land managers, others** 4
12. Social ecological dynamics of ecosystem services in the Norrström basin (SEEN)³

Determine patterns of trade-offs and synergies among key ecosystem services and key social, ecological, and geographic drivers of ecosystem service change; prepare a regional resilience assessment of ecosystem services across the Norrström region through participatory engagement with relevant stakeholders

- **Location:** Stockholm, Sweden
- **Participants:** 4: local government, landowners and land managers, business representatives, NGOs
- **Funding:** National funding agency, 5 yr
- **Activity:** Builds on past legacies of participatory research in the region that have focused on governance, ecosystem services, and biodiversity, resulting in a good connection with the broader Stockholm region network of research and practice
- **Outcome:** Mapping and analysis of ecosystem service bundles in the region; assessment of which drivers can best predict the distribution of ecosystem services; initial resilience assessment, which was compared with existing planning and management plans; participatory scenario development in progress

13. Sustainable Amazon Network³

Assess the sustainability of land-use systems in the eastern Brazilian Amazon; evaluate the relationship between conservation and development objectives and identify potential trade-offs and synergies

- **Location:** Para, Brazil (2)
- **Participants:** 5: local government, state government, landowners and land managers, business representatives, NGOs
- **Funding:** National funding agency, 6 yr
- **Activity:** A new project that emerged from three preexisting projects (2009) that addressed complementary and more specific objectives
- **Outcome:** Substantive input in shaping new legislation governing fallow land in the state of Para; raised awareness of forest degradation; strengthened learning network among participating institutions

14. Sustainable Futures for Europe’s Heritage in Cultural Landscapes: Tools for understanding, managing, and protecting landscape functions and values (HERCULES)³

Strive for the empowerment of public and private actors to protect, manage, and plan for sustainable cultural landscapes at local, national, and pan-European scales; increase the understanding of drivers, patterns, and social-ecological values of European cultural landscapes and use this knowledge to develop, test, and demonstrate strategies for their protection, management, and planning

- **Location:** Bern, Switzerland; Devon, UK; Lesvos, Greece; Madrid, Spain; Vooremaa, Estonia
- **Participants:** 3: landowners and land managers, business representatives, NGOs
- **Funding:** Regional funding agency, 3 yr
- **Activity:** Previous activities in networks such as the Permanent European Conference for the Study of the Rural Landscape and the International Association of Landscape Ecology
- **Outcome:** Meta-analytic database of literature and expert knowledge; 5–6 new, well-documented case studies; spatial data infrastructure to facilitate the integration of cultural landscape information in case studies; pan-European heritage-sensitive cultural landscape typology and map, validated by citizen engagement through crowdsourcing; new modeling approaches to assess future landscape developments and policy impacts on cultural landscapes; roadbook for the management of heritage values; policy recommendations based on instrument successes and failures; community-based knowledge hub for good heritage-related landscape practice
15. Sustainable landscapes in Central Romania

Understand better the social-ecological system, communicate this understanding to stakeholders in the region and thereby support them on a course to foster sustainable development in Eastern Europe, with particular emphasis on ancient agricultural landscapes in central Romania.

- Legacy from a very engaged local ecologist who was critical to project start-up; follow-up with Leverage Points for Sustainability Transformation project, which will be more transdisciplinary.
- Generated increased understanding of a social-ecological systems perspective in the NGO sector and local communities; two accessible books with influential scenario paintings; other NGOs have used the scenario paintings in presentations to policy makers, for example.

16. TERRECO

Train a new generation of graduate students in methods that allow assessment of trade-offs in production vs. hydrological ecosystem services at a regional scale and expressed in both natural science and economic terms.

- Follow-up on ideas developed by the project PIs over the previous decade.
- As many as 60 PhD and MSc graduates have been exposed to a new paradigm in resource management and to methods for evaluating ecosystem services in complex regional systems; > 100 journal articles, dissertation, and theses have been published, providing a unique perspective on the Soyang Watershed social-ecological system in South Korea.

17. Yahara Watershed: Water Sustainability and Climate

Investigate how the benefits received from a human-dominated watershed can be sustained as climate, land use, cities, and human demands change using integrated scenarios, model experiments to assess effects of changing drivers on human benefits derived from ecosystems, evaluations of governance, public engagement, and information management.

- As of July 2016, the project is still in progress; scenario narratives and art supported by diverse outreach materials and activities; model results are forthcoming and will require significant outreach effort for public communication and discussion.

18. Ecosystem Services and Abrupt Transformations in a Coastal Wetland Social-Ecological System: Tubul-Raqui after the 2010 Earthquake in Chile

Understand the impacts of the earthquake and tsunami on ecosystem services and the well-being of resource user groups, their livelihood responses, and visions about the future of the wetland.

- Not a direct follow-up but builds indirectly on previous and ongoing ecological studies and management and conservation plans for the wetland.
- Public presentation of results and recommendations; technical report for the environment ministry; a scientific paper; short report for a broader, local audience.

Address the need to develop well-identified guidelines for best practices of integrated, adaptive co-management of Latin American shellfisheries; evaluate the long-term and large-scale effects of climate change on selected shellfisheries; document and disseminate novel key tools for shellfish conservation, management, and governance.

New tools for shellfish conservation, management, and governance were disseminated, and some of them were included in Uruguayan fisheries law.

20. From reef to table: social and ecological factors affecting coral reef fisheries, artisanal seafood supply chains, and seafood security. [Hawaii, USA]

Links ecosystem services and food security to community well-being in coastal communities in Hawaii.

Resulted from an initial partnership between Conservation International’s Hawaii program and the Hui Aloha Kīholo (HAK), a community-based stewardship organization; the work was made possible by the previous investment by HAK in developing connections with the community, developing conservation programs at Kīholo Bay, and establishing a co-management relationship with the parks authority at the site; building from this legacy, the results will inform development of a community-based fisheries management plan and stewardship activities.

Documentation of the important food provisioning from small-scale coral reef fishery toward household consumption; documentation that Kīholo Bay’s coral reef may be near a tipping point; relationships built between community members and resource users that accessed the area; cocreation of baselines and data sets leading to changes in attitudes and perceptions, community engagement with fishers to build trust, and the foundation for collective action; effects on community surveyors toward decreasing overharvesting and potentially illegal fishing.


Assess and investigate social-ecological linkages in coral reef systems of Melanesia.

Community-based stewardship program with strong partnership among a community-based nonprofit organization, conservation nonprofit organizations, funding organizations, and state and federal agencies; sustainable management efforts continue to produce social and ecological benefits for the community and provide a model for other communities to follow.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Key Participants</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Funding Agency</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22. SPACES</td>
<td>Sustainable Poverty Alleviation from Coastal Ecosystem Services</td>
<td>Northern Mozambique, Mozambique; southern Kenya, Kenya</td>
<td>5yr</td>
<td>National funding agency</td>
<td>Identification of windows of opportunity within the context of ongoing coastal development processes to improve flows of benefits from ecosystems services to poor people, and taboo trade-offs between ecosystem services and well-being of poor people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. GLUES</td>
<td>Global Assessment of Land Use Dynamics, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Ecosystem Services</td>
<td>Germany; Bahia (1), Pará (1), and Mato Grosso (2), Brazil; Chitembo (1) and Caiundo (1), Angola; Mashare, Namibia; Seronga, Botswana; Siberia, Russia; Luzon, Philippines; Vietnam; Mahafaly Plateau, Madagascar; Tarim River Basin and Yunnan Province, China</td>
<td>5yr</td>
<td>National funding agency</td>
<td>Support regional projects within the research program Sustainable Land Management, with a major portion of communications and networking measures: synthesize regional projects' results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. CCAFS</td>
<td>Climate Change Agriculture and Food Security</td>
<td>15 sites in 12 countries in West and East Africa and South Asia</td>
<td>4yr</td>
<td>Development funding of donors</td>
<td>Examples: 5 million farmers receiving new climate advisories; 1 million farmers in India insured with new index-based insurance products; climate-smart strategy in Kenya informed by CCAFS science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Vital Signs</td>
<td>Vital Signs</td>
<td>National-scale surveys in Ghana, Tanzania, and Uganda</td>
<td>Private funding source</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Knowledge about optimum design of integrated observation systems, what they cost, what they provide (and their accuracy); growing awareness by implementation agencies and the NGO sector of the power of data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. See Fig. 2 for a map of the case study locations.
2. Includes those who obtain their salaries as well as those who only obtain support for their work and for attendance at project meetings.
3. Includes those who have participated in the codesign of the proposal and those who have participated actively in the different project phases.
4. Year/month/day.
5. Project endorsed by the Programme on Ecosystem Change and Society.
European Union Framework Programme 7) have been the major source of funding in the case of three projects, whereas private organizations, NGOs, or development agencies were the main form of financial support for the remaining five projects. Most of the surveyed projects are ongoing (except for five projects). The funding period varied greatly, with some projects having secured funding for 7 yr, whereas others did so only for 2 yr.

**Fig. 3.** Network diagram showing the 25 projects linked by common keywords based on a semantic analysis of the project abstracts. Colored clusters indicate convergent projects by shared keyword-ngrams. The six most common keywords in each group are shown in bars under the cluster’s title; numbers in the bars indicate the number of times the keyword occurred in that group; the size of bars indicates the importance, determined as local frequency × global frequency (i.e., the proportion in the group [xy/number of nodes in the group] times the fraction relative to the population [xy/xyN]). In other words, a tag is important if it is locally common and otherwise rare. For example, if “services” is common in the group and is also globally common, then it does not distinguish the group very well. Node size indicates the level of centrality within clusters. There are three bridging projects (9, 15, and 25) that are more similar to projects of the other clusters than the rest of the projects in their own cluster.

Beyond academic products such as papers and student theses that advance knowledge on the SESs studied as well as the theory, 13 of the 25 projects have produced a range of other outputs. These include communications to nonscientific audiences (using other formats of dissemination such as popular media, books, photos, or paintings), raising awareness, increasing communication among stakeholders and participation of stakeholders in research, as well as the identification of alternative future scenarios and the design and implementation of more desirable management practices, legislation, and governance arrangements.

**What contributes to the success of place-based social-ecological sustainability research?**

The survey revealed a number of attributes, desirable aspects, and enabling factors that were consistently mentioned across the analyzed features in the survey. Other factors were specific to a particular feature (Fig. 4). Examples of such responses are provided (Table 2).

**Crosscutting attributes**

The explicit recognition of landscapes and seascapes as SESs that comprise interacting social, economic, and ecological elements was recurrently mentioned as a crosscutting feature that enabled PBSESR. In fact, a striking finding was that the different dimensions of research foci were considered, on average, to be similarly important, with almost identical rankings of importance between biodiversity, ecological processes, biophysical conditions, economic activities, human well-being, governance arrangements, and informal institutions. Similarly, respondents repeatedly highlighted the need to address multiple spatial and temporal scales and social levels of organization (including both formal and informal institutions). Another crosscutting theme emphasized was the solutions- and transformation-oriented type of research in which a transition toward sustainability was commonly suggested as a characteristic of successful PBSESR.
Respondents insisted that projects should be solutions oriented and focus on the development of actual interventions, thus going beyond basic knowledge generation. This characteristic entails *situating and aligning a project within the appropriate local and regional context*, including the social and political setting. This could result through building on long-standing projects in the same area or careful participatory research.

The need for *establishing tight links with stakeholders* was frequently mentioned as an important crosscutting feature to ensure the success of PBSES projects. These relationships were deemed to be based on trusted partnerships, underpinned by consistent dialogue, and to be long-standing in nature. The actual nature of stakeholder involvement in the projects ranged from interactions between the research team and stakeholders in preparatory consultations to the codesign of research and coimplementation of practices and policies. Particular emphasis was placed on the desirability of giving voice to the less powerful stakeholders and the importance of paying careful attention to the often highly imbalanced power relations between different stakeholders. Many respondents viewed an iterative refinement of research questions, in collaboration with stakeholders and during the evolution of the project, as a desirable characteristic of research, and highlighted participatory methods as being essential to achieving this and in building trusted partnerships. Another highly related crosscutting theme that was often mentioned was the exploration of the perspectives of the different types of stakeholders. For the sake of engaging nonacademic stakeholders in the research, respondents also highlighted the importance of participatory processes. Such participatory processes should consistently engage team members with diverse backgrounds and areas of expertise, as well as local stakeholders and institutions. Further, the importance of epistemological agility (the ability to work across multiple knowledge domains) among team members and the use of multimethod approaches were both highlighted by several respondents. These skills and
methods allow a range of scales and topics to be explored and integrated.

Finally, an early and clear definition of the purpose and scope of the project was deemed critical. The definition of project success was also reported to be critical for identifying the roles of different team members, as well as ownership of its different types of products and outcomes. Adequate funding was considered critical to attain these goals.

Specific attributes for each of the features
Concerning the process of problem orientation, respondents highlighted the need to align projects to focal policy issues and the importance of being able to compare results with other study regions.

Governance and institutional settings emerged as important contextual features to foster both research and management solutions. Although some survey respondents argued for the need to include sites with a diversity of institutional settings and governance aspects, others considered that a stable (“good governance”) institutional setting was a precondition for effective and long-term PBSESR. Respondents also highlighted specific features related to the academic and funding contexts, such as availability of funding for and institutional openness to transdisciplinary social-ecological research, that were deemed important for PBSESR to thrive.

The understanding of the particular SES, the key issues at stake, and the opportunities for interventions toward solutions were considered to rely heavily on the adoption of an explicit visual conceptual framework. Respondents considered that this framework could describe the key phenomena being studied only if project participants invest sufficient time in its codesign. In further considering the factors that can enable a strong and constructive conceptual basis for PBSESR, respondents also underscored the importance of adopting a common language for describing the study system and any insights that emerge from the research process.

Given that the understanding of the whole system and the particular issues at stake is critical, methodological features recognized as important for PBSESR were mainly related to those that allow linking different disciplines and knowledge systems (i.e., scientific and local knowledge). These relate to the use of multiple methods for data collection (e.g., individual and deliberative techniques), the analysis of both qualitative and quantitative data, approaches for triangulating different information sources, analysis across multiple scales and levels of organization, and diverse ways of visualizing research results.

The composition of the team was deemed critical. A diversity of participants, including several thematic dimensions as well as different types of knowledge, was considered desirable, as well as the direct or indirect incorporation of stakeholders. Functional teams were considered to rely on important elements such as including a diversity of team members, open-mindedness, trusting collaborative relationships, and communication. Diversity was seen as desirable mostly with regard to disciplinary background, but also seniority and nationality. Openness and interest in different disciplines and perspectives and a willingness to communicate and adapt individual agendas were considered important dimensions of a constructive research attitude.

Table 3. Examples of features, undesirable aspects of features, and obstacles that hinder the success of place-based social-ecological sustainability research based on the surveyed projects. Literal quotations are from interviews; other points are summaries elaborated to describe and clump equivalent responses among projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features, undesirable aspects, and obstacles</th>
<th>Project code</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Complexities inherent to social-ecological systems | 6, 9, 7, 16, 20 | • “Design can be time consuming and move project away from interesting research questions”  
• “Should be more than one social science element within a big project”  
• Perhaps consider integration as a separate project, rather than leave it all up to a single social scientist |
| Imposition of epistemologies and methods | 2, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23 | • Mismatch between scales of evaluation for ecological and socioeconomic processes  
• “Culturally inappropriate management styles”  
• “An ‘elite’ captures the monitoring system... that determines the criteria for success and has a large say in evaluating it” |
| Long-term research and long initiation process | 2, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15 | • Massive amount of time and organizational needs  
• Start-up time is slow and bumpy, and funding is usually short term, e.g., 3 yr  
• “Too many stakeholders can bring significant complexity and transaction costs”  
• “Significant transaction costs in engaging with multiple conceptual frameworks and approaches” |
| Conflicts among stakeholders | 5, 7, 17, 22, 11, 19, 18 | • “Raising unrealistic expectations among stakeholders who introduce their own agenda”  
• Not open to exchanges with stakeholders |
| Power asymmetries in research team and among stakeholders | 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 23 | • “Disrespectful attitude toward other knowledge types (local ecological knowledge or traditional knowledge)”  
• “Desire for strong, centralized, hierarchical control by lead PI”  
• “Different expectations regarding outputs and outcomes in mixed teams”  
• Huge transaction costs; few organizations fund this work |
| Difficulty in demonstrating products | 12, 13, 14 | • Policy-relevant goals can constrain research trajectory |

†See Table 1 for individual project details.
Because PBSESR is not only about knowledge generation but about fostering practical solutions, the products of this type of research consistently included items beyond traditional academic products of papers, reports, and research presentations. The understanding and use of research findings by stakeholders as well as sufficient time to allow meaningful engagement with nonresearch audiences and feedback from stakeholders on the strengths and weaknesses of the project were deemed important. A wide range of communication with stakeholders and production of outreach materials such as posters, flyers, videos, postcards, blogs, and tweets, i.e., explicitly geared to what stakeholders could use, was frequently mentioned.

The concept of transformations was deemed to be critical to PBSESR, beyond tangible products and in the context of short- or long-term outcomes. Transformations were conceived of in the way that stakeholders perceive key issues and make decisions, in the capacities of the team members to address key issues, and in the opportunities to implement more sustainable pathways within the SES. Evidence of such outcomes is often difficult to gather, but one project pointed to the successful employment of an administrator that coordinates the collection of evidence of impact and outputs.

**What features can hinder the success of place-based social-ecological sustainability research?**

The majority of the attributes, undesirable aspects, and factors that constrain successful PBSESR, as highlighted by respondents, were the opposite of desirable aspects or enabling factors. We thus focus on some of the novel identified undesirable aspects and obstacles (Fig. 5, Table 3).

![Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5.** Features, undesirable aspects, and obstacles that hinder the success of place-based social-ecological research. Crosscutting features are in the center. Different types of features related to this type of research are outside the circle.

A key crosscutting obstacle to the success of PBSESR that was reported consistently by survey respondents was the **complexity inherent in a system-wide social-ecological approach.** The need for addressing multiple scales in space and time as well as multiple levels of social and institutional organization and the use of multiple methods present enormous challenges compared to more conventional disciplinary research. The successful understanding of complex SESs and the search for solutions can be constrained by biases that can emerge from insufficient attention given to developing the conceptual basis of the research program with all the team members. The imposition of epistemologies, concepts, or methods inappropriate to the local context, end users, or team members with different backgrounds was highlighted as an important obstacle. These impositions were identified as resulting from power relations among team members and from a lack of meaningful codesign with all the team members of the project.

The inherent complexity of PBSESR projects demands a **long initiation period to build an effective team,** appropriately align the research to the local context, and ensure that there is adequate opportunity for receiving and processing feedback from research users. These investments can often be viewed as opportunity costs to producing conventional research outputs, commonly resulting in tensions and competing priorities within and between team members.

The **complexities of interpersonal relationships** among stakeholders, among research team members, and between stakeholders and researchers constitute one major obstacle to the success of PBSESR. Conflicts among stakeholders, particularly those derived from a strong imbalance in power between different stakeholder groups, were consistently mentioned as disrupting attempts to foster a fair and meaningful participatory process. Similarly, conflicts among research team members and competing agendas were also reported as important obstacles to PBSESR, including a lack of commitment to the project and power asymmetries within the team because of domination by more senior researchers or those from the global North. Regarding the relationship between researchers and stakeholders, inadequate communication skills of researchers, research fatigue among respondents of social surveys, and frustration of stakeholders regarding the slow report-back time of research findings were also cited as factors that can inhibit PBSESR. Lack of time to build and nurture the relationships and address issues that can be managed was consistently considered an important obstacle.

Obstacles to the implementation of multiple methods to assess SESs included linguistic barriers between researchers and stakeholders. In addition, data acquisition was reported to be potentially constrained by inadequate access to or understanding of technological tools by stakeholders. The lack of relevant data and the existence of restrictions of access to such data because of confidentiality, legal or political dispositions, or threats to the security of involved stakeholders were considered important obstacles.

These challenges raised by the nature of PBSESR converge into a major issue frequently mentioned by respondents: the difficulty in demonstrating the products and outcomes of this type of research. While projects experience pressure for fast and high-impact evaluations, they also aim at solutions that can be coconstructed with actors over the medium to long term. Mismatches between the expectations of funders, academic institutions, and stakeholders were often mentioned as an obstacle to PBSESR, as well as a persistent lack of clarity in evaluation criteria. Unrealistic pressure on researchers to become
agents of change or to provide generalized one-size-fits-all solutions were also considered undesirable features.

**Current self-assessed performance of the surveyed projects**

In general, participants considered that their own projects were performing better for team and context features than for methods, evaluation, and problem features. With respect to problem features, participation of stakeholders was rated more favorably than a focus on solutions. In the case of team features, potential improvements were identified in stakeholder integration, communications, team size, adaptability of team members, and interdisciplinarity. Researchers perceived their performance in relation to scientific outputs to be generally good or excellent. However, the spheres in which performance was ranked as being poor were mostly related to outreach and communicating research to stakeholders, policy makers, and the broader public. In addition, organizing training courses and workshops were rated poorly.

**DISCUSSION**

Our study confirms a number of findings, both in early (Shaner et al. 1982, Nicolescu 1996, Sharma et al. 1996, Borda 2007, De Sousa Santos 2009) and more recent (Kueffer et al. 2012, Lang et al. 2012, Brandt et al. 2013, Mauser et al. 2013, Ruppert-Winkel et al. 2015, Scholz and Steiner 2015b, Turner et al. 2016) publications, on the particular challenges and opportunities faced by sustainability science. However, the perspective provided by the grouping of PECS-related projects offers a number of distinct contributions. This work differs from previous theoretical explorations (Lang et al. 2012, Miller 2013, Scholz and Steiner 2015a), systematic literature reviews (e.g., Yarime et al. 2010, Bettencourt and Kaur 2011, Brandt et al. 2013), and calls for action (Borda 2007, De Sousa Santos 2009) in providing a first-hand analysis of insights gained from project practitioners involved in the dedicated learning network of PBSESR, that is, PECS. The insights gained here closely mirror those obtained from a recently published synthesis on the evolution of global environmental projects, including other projects now included in Future Earth beyond PECS (Turner et al. 2016).

The emphasis on place, which is a particular characteristic of PECS, allows for the identification of the specific relationships among agents, processes, and resources at different temporal and spatial scales that together help shape a particular region (Carpenter et al. 2012). Place rarely offers an explicit focus of approaches that seek to test specific hypotheses or develop understanding (Fischer et al. 2014). The focus on place allows for the development of trusted relationships with key stakeholders, which in turn provides a basis for more meaningful processes of knowledge transfer. Moreover, the insights gained here are informed by a global network of researchers that have experienced and are based in a wide range of social-ecological contexts and places.

High stakeholder engagement in the development of the research project has been found to be key to PBSESR in three papers of this Special Feature in *Ecology and Society* that include many PECS-related projects (Cundill et al. 2015, Mitchell et al. 2015, Oteros-Rozas et al. 2015). Although most of the projects assessed here reported interactions with stakeholders, different degrees of participation of stakeholders in project design were found. The projects assessed here ranged from those based on coproduction of knowledge, through those based on codesign and coimplementation of the research, to those based on coimplementation of practices and policies. The limited proportion of projects that were developed in tight collaboration with local stakeholders reflects an important lag in the reality of PBSESR relative to aspirations.

The PECS-related projects assessed here cover the different approaches of transdisciplinary sustainability science (Miller 2013): the knowledge-first approach as well as the process-oriented approach. The PECS-related projects aimed at generating different types of knowledge (i.e., systems, target, and transformative knowledge; Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2006, Brandt et al. 2013, Brink et al. 2016) and research questions, including: (1) observations of the key features and drivers of a SES (e.g., projects 6, 10, and 12), (2) scope of action and problem-solving measures to identify best management practices (e.g., projects 14, 15, and 17), and (3) practical implications for identifying transitions toward alternative pathways.

**Lessons for fostering international collaborations of place-based research**

PECS provides a platform for contributing toward global sustainability by fostering comparisons among sites; sharing methods, hypotheses, and conceptual frameworks; and sharing strategies for understanding the connections between the local and the global (Mauser et al. 2013, Fischer et al. 2014, Liu et al. 2015). However, the results of this survey emphasize the need to tailor PBSESR, and general conceptual and methodological frameworks and stakeholder dialogue processes, to specific social-ecological contexts (Lang et al. 2012, Martin-López and Montes 2015). Similarly, the survey also emphasizes the risks of imposing particular epistemologies or methods on a diverse research team, while also highlighting the benefits of having access to a diversity of methodological approaches and the insights that can be gained through efforts to uncover local expertise and perspectives (Vessuri 2014).

The challenges posed by power imbalances among researchers in terms of their different sources of knowledge, funding opportunities, and modes of communication have been highlighted as problematic by many international research initiatives (Mauser et al. 2013, Scholz and Steiner 2015a). Respondents to our survey emphasized the need to acknowledge the strengths of each of the partners, and in particular, the need to give voice to and balance international, regional, and local perspectives. Place-based research networks such as PECS can facilitate much-needed international collaborations in which place-based studies and researchers from the global South would be better represented.

**Accelerating progress toward inter- and transdisciplinary integration**

Integration across disciplines relies on the effective functioning of interdisciplinary teams, yet achieving this is not trivial. In particular, developing a shared understanding and appreciation of the value of different perspectives requires time, both for individuals and groups (Giri 2002, Evely et al. 2008, Miller et al. 2008, Kueffer et al. 2012). Moreover, engendering effective interdisciplinary research teams requires the definition of common objectives and establishment of trusted relationships
and accessible modes of communication, all of which are processes that require long-term engagement (Fraser and Schalley 2009, Thompson 2009, McGreavy et al. 2015). Conflicts among team members regarding commitments to short-term data gathering vs. those committed to fostering long-term changes within the whole SES arise from contrasting perspectives and expectations among team members.

The development of strong and trusted relationships between different researcher and stakeholder groups in a given region can present an even greater and more time-consuming challenge than that facing the development of interdisciplinary research teams. Several of the surveyed projects emphasized the importance of building on a past legacy of stakeholder-driven research in a region and of trusted contacts developed in this research as important enabling if not critical factors to support PBSESR. Indeed, earlier work has pointed out the essential role of longstanding relationships with strategic stakeholders who act as gatekeepers to other local actors (Enengel et al. 2012). Building trusted relationships with diverse local stakeholders relies on researchers’ skills beyond the rationality and logic in which many are trained. High levels of emotional intelligence are demanded. Also, the significant time investments needed may often be seen as major opportunity costs relative to more conventional research activities toward producing peer-reviewed publications.

Conflicts and inequitable power relations among stakeholders were highlighted by the survey respondents as particular barriers to the success of PBSESR. The codesign, coproduction of knowledge, and complementation of practices imply the integration of multiple stakeholders’ beliefs, perceptions, and interests, yet these are often conflicting (Stringer et al. 2006, Lindenfeld et al. 2014, Martín-López and Montes 2015). For example, the integration of indigenous, local, and ecological knowledge into the scientific process has been recognized recently as a crucial feature of understanding diverse SESs, but is also one of the key challenges facing PBSESR (Ifejika Speranza et al. 2010, Bohensky and Maru 2011, Tengö et al. 2014). The integration of different groups and fostering of a unified or coherent voice might be impossible or even undesirable under particular contexts (Voß and Bornemann 2011). How to best articulate differences in values, world-views, and activities is still a key challenge for PBSESR. Open questions remain in terms of how the participation of international team members is locally perceived and who has the legitimacy and capacity to deal with potential conflicts that emerge from the research process.

A common observation made by the projects surveyed is that shared conceptual frameworks can be enormously useful in facilitating communication both within research teams and with local stakeholders. Developing such frameworks often requires time and is an iterative process with the goal of building a common language and understanding. The process of building these frameworks can be as important as the end result, with their development requiring deep communication about the assumptions each stakeholder or scientist brings to the process.

**Redefining and measuring the success of place-based social-ecological sustainability research**

The results of our survey offer some clarity as to what may be expected from a successful PBSESR project, i.e., that it can deliver progress in (1) building a strong network of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary collaborations to foster understanding and knowledge exchange, but also ownership and trust; (2) empowering researchers to generate new scientific knowledge that is of practical utility in informing decision making; and (3) actively helping to move a given SES toward a more sustainable state.

To deliver successfully on these goals, the projects we surveyed reported on the need for progress across a range of short- and long-term objectives. In the short term, this includes the need to identify and establish an adequate multidisciplinary research team before work begins in earnest, as well as collectively to agree on the problem that is being addressed and to avoid the risks involved in setting unrealistic expectations. In the longer term, effort needs to be invested to empower the research and wider stakeholder group to have ownership of the process to help underpin tangible progress in delivering both the insights and the interventions that are needed. To date, very few PBSESR processes have been in existence for more than a decade, limiting the inferences that can be made as to how this process can be made more effective.

From a transdisciplinary perspective, one way of measuring success is to assess how much a given project supported the coproduction of knowledge, codesign of the research question(s), and codissemination of research findings to other researchers and stakeholder groups, as well as coconstruction of transformations (Mauser et al. 2013, Ruckelshaus et al. 2015). More emphasis is needed on the importance of developing an iterative and replicable approach to assessing the relevance and applicability of research for addressing sustainability issues, including the monitoring of interactions with stakeholders and measures for assessing tangible impacts on SESs. Achieving genuine transformations toward more sustainable system states are often advanced as long-term goals of PBSESR. However, the process of evaluating research contributions toward any such a transformation is complex and poorly developed. The process of conceptualizing what a transformation may mean often requires long-term investments in alternative ways of understanding a system, including ways of accounting for and reconciling the diverse and often conflicting views of different stakeholders. This suggests that entirely new ways of evaluating the success of PBSESR need to be developed.

A portfolio of success measures can be used to address the often conflicting interpretations of success as perceived by project participants, funders (academic or private), and stakeholders (Kueffer et al. 2012, Mauser et al. 2013). A project could then give explicit attention to how to navigate the trade-offs among conflicting definitions of success. The portfolio of measures would be aimed at the performance of the project in general, the processes that need to be developed, the achievement of a range of different goals, and the performance of individuals that make up different teams and perform different functions (Lasén 2013). High-impact scientific products can be combined with other kinds of outputs to reach a range of audiences and user groups concerned with the sustainability issues in question (Kueffer et al. 2012). Increasing incentives for collaboration should extend evaluation metrics beyond primary authorship publications or project leadership to multi-author publications, data-set production, outreach products, educational outputs, mentoring.
and contributions to actual management policies and practices (Goring et al. 2014). Examples from the projects surveyed here include the production of joint conceptual frameworks to inform understandings, as well as raising awareness and using pictures derived from research to communicate to wider audiences. Networks such as PECS can provide useful information on how to build such a portfolio based on the experiences of research teams across social-ecological, academic, and funding contexts. They could help identify which types of short-, medium-, and long-term products and outcomes are more feasibly attainable and provide more information on the success of PBSESR.

**Strategies to foster the success of place-based-social ecological sustainability research**

A careful examination of the survey responses across the PECS network suggests at least five sets of recommendations regarding strategies to foster the success of PBSESR.

1. **Allowing enough time for better understanding of social-ecological dynamics and the fostering of concrete and trusted engagements with stakeholders.** Given that PBSESR is problem and solution oriented, there is often an expectation to contribute useful information to management in the short or medium term. However, the execution of such research necessarily requires long-term time horizons. Because funding is rarely available for longer than standard 3- to 5-yr project funding cycles, it is often vital to draw effectively on preexisting connections to the study region and to key stakeholders.

2. **Early identification of the role played by different project members and the scope of the project.** Early identification of goals, world-views, roles, and limitations was consistently emphasized by respondents to our survey as an important factor of research success. This includes a clear delimitation of the roles played by each of the members of the research team and wider transdisciplinary network, the need to build mutual respect around the complementary roles played by different members and groups in the network, and the importance of not generating unrealistic expectations (Maass and Equihua 2015).

3. **Identification of short-, medium-, and long-term products.** Strategies that clearly identify a realistic mix of short-, medium-, and long-term products, each of which can be targeted or reshaped to suit different audiences, can reduce pressure on the research team and its individual members to deliver tangible products quickly. Adopting such a tiered approach of deliverables can help navigate the complexities associated with bridging the different approaches to sustainability, the different types of knowledge generated, and the different research questions addressed in sustainability science. The long initiation processes needed to build effective transdisciplinary teams could be shortened through the production of these deliverables.

4. **Adoption of internal monitoring processes to evaluate success.** Projects can promote internal monitoring systems to evaluate constructively both successes and failures and identify profitable opportunities for learning. Although monitoring of the outcomes of these projects is becoming increasingly common (e.g., Perez et al. 2010), the rigorous application of project management and performance tools such as those used in the business community are extremely rarely used in research projects. Internal monitoring of project development can help create invaluable spaces for collaborative learning (Wittmayer and Schäpke 2014), with creative and safe spaces for critical self-reflection over the roles and contributions forming a key part of this. They can also provide unique information on the dynamics of the project to identify the presence of obstacles (i.e., monitor and manage power inequalities), avoid diversions, and keep product and outcome timelines on track.

5. **Pay particular attention to the lessons that can be learned from failure.** It is often the case that opportunities for new research and impact emerge more readily from experiences of relative failure than of relative success. This is particularly true given that most of the current premises of transdisciplinary research (Lang et al. 2012) have in fact not been tested. However, there is currently little incentive to record failures, and even less incentive to share such experiences, whereas there is considerable encouragement for projects to evaluate themselves in a way that reflects favorably on their achievements (for example by only evaluating the aspects of the project that have been done well). Promoting the recording and sharing of “failure reports” is only likely to be possible with encouragement (or even an obligation) from funders and academic evaluators, but it is likely to be enormously rewarding.

**Addressing challenges within academic institutions and funding agencies to contribute better toward sustainability research and practice**

The current structure and criteria for career advancement in scientific institutions often hinders PBSESR. Academic institutions that promote collaboration between researchers (Kueffer et al. 2012) and extend the evaluation metrics beyond primary authorship publications or project leadership to multiauthor publications, data-set production, outreach products, educational outputs, mentoring, and contributions to management should be fostered (Goring et al. 2014). A wider range of target journals, including those more open to sustainability research and those that are locally relevant, needs to be emphasized.

Institutional changes are needed to codevelop new career and project profiles that take into account a wider range of products and outcomes from PBSESR in research evaluation (Fischer et al. 2015). More nuanced evaluation systems are needed that give priority to both locally relevant and slowly evolving outcomes as well as more short-term and highly visible products. Such systems are particularly important for early-career researchers, who are often under particularly intense pressure to produce conventional peer-reviewed papers and yet highly motivated to be involved in PBSESR.

Universities and funding agencies are increasingly under pressure to deliver scientific results that are relevant to societies. New ways to assess the impacts of research on social networks and actual decision-making processes are urgently needed. New ways to engage their faculty in innovative, risky, but timely research, as well as the development of stimuli, are also desirable. Funding is needed to provide sufficient time to build robust transdisciplinary
networks such as PECS have a vital role to play in this process. Similarly, enough funding to secure constant communication to refine the project iteratively and to follow long-term transformations is seldom available.

Perhaps above all, new approaches to training and learning are urgently needed. Intensive learning processes have occurred as interdisciplinary and collaborative research has taken place over the past decades (Kueffer et al. 2012), but this is insufficient for addressing the huge scale and scope of the world’s sustainability challenges. PBESR projects offer excellent opportunities for trainees to experience a range of insights across contexts, disciplines, and sectors of society. More efforts should be made in providing new and multiple teaching models that foster complex thinking, stimulate collective learning, and provide an appropriate environment that engages students in reflecting about their own value systems, knowledge systems, and cultural background, as well as the learning processes (König 2015, Vilsmaier and Lang 2015). Research-based learning spaces where students, researchers, and nonacademic stakeholders collaborate and engage in real solutions-oriented projects provide the setting for acquiring competences on how to address sustainability problems collectively (Evans et al. 2015, Wiek and Kay 2015).

CONCLUSIONS

PBESR has developed a strong track record of delivering key insights and creating a new generation of sustainability scientists. Such research can be rewarding for researchers because of the ability to work with many different people and to enhance real transitions toward sustainability. However, such research is also immensely challenging because of the complexity of SESs and conflicts with the way scientific funding and careers are currently organized.

We surveyed an emerging research community gathered around the PECS that is focused on PBESR. We believe that the formation of communities of practice of such researchers, both within and outside of academia, are critical for helping generate new research approaches, new insights from comparative work across study sites and research teams, and practical tools for improving SESs and ways of envisioning solutions to sustainability problems. The community that is being formed by groups such as PECS can also play a vital role in helping catalyze change within academic institutions and funding organizations and foster new training opportunities for fostering PBESR. It can contribute to designing funding mechanisms that are better suited to the needs and contributions of PBESR research through improving working conditions and funding schemes for researchers working on the sustainability of SESs.

Efforts to build more sustainable approaches to managing SESs should embrace international as well as locally relevant perspectives through an inclusive approach that actively rewards respectful and collaborative behaviors within the scientific community (Tallis and Lubchenco 2014). We believe that networks such as PECS have a vital role to play in this process.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/8826
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Research approaches for place based studies of social-ecological systems: insights gained

QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear member of the PECS community,

You are receiving this email because you either participate in a PECS endorsed project, and/or you are (or have been) a member of the PECS Scientific Committee.

We are writing to you to seek your support in gathering insights from researchers working in the field how to best perform place-based social-ecological sustainability research (hereafter ‘PECS-type research’). For the PECS' vision and definitions of this type of research we refer to the Carpenter et al (2012) paper on PECS and emphasize these three features:

1. focused on understanding linkages between key social and ecological systems in a particular place or places;
2. concerned with identifying and promoting opportunities to improve sustainability in terms of social wellbeing, and the conservation of ecosystem integrity and biodiversity;
3. working, at least minimally, in partnership with non-academic stakeholders

You can fill in this survey for any project in which you have been recently involved that is consistent with the above definitions and aims. Your answers should relate to one specific project (even if you have been involved in several). If several representatives of the same project have been invited to fill this questionnaire please coordinate with colleagues to return only one survey per project.

The spirit of the survey is that you share with us your insights on what do you see now as key enabling features and key obstacles towards placed-based social-ecological sustainability research.

This is a new survey based on the pilot conducted at the Moureze workshop.

We have divided the survey into six sections that relate to different aspects of the overall research approach adopted, or aspired to, within a particular study. These are described below.

1- **Problem orientation features**- How the project was conceived and designed, who is involved in this, and what are the key steps involved.

2- **Research team features**- What is the nature of the team (which researchers and stakeholders are included) as well as what is the nature of interactions between individuals and groups

3- **Evaluative features**- What the outputs and outcomes expected of the project, including those promised to the funders, those agreed upon with the stakeholders and those aimed for by the researchers involved.
4- **Conceptual features** – Which are the key themes, concepts and approaches that have been adopted and acquired during the project.

5- **Contextual features** - What is the context of the research site (scale, socio-economic, political and historical context, geographic, spatial and temporal) and does this, and the context of the research itself (institutional setting, funding, types of links with stakeholders) influence the dynamics of the research process.

6- **Methodological features** - What are the kinds of tools and types of methodological approach that were adopted as part of your research process.

We will be inquiring about your general thoughts on what are key features for each of these six categories, and what are desirable and undesirable aspects of these features using an open format. Then, we will use a closed format to inquire about which features are more or less important.

**Research ethics**

This survey asks you about challenges and experience of PECS-type research. Please respond as candidly as possible, but be mindful that data may conceivably be sensitive or reflect unfavorably on researchers, partners or funders. To mitigate the risk of inadvertent conflict or embarrassment, we will follow these ethical procedures:

- Your names and project details will be kept with the data
- The raw, non-anonymized data will be shared between the six team members only (Patty, Berta, Chinwe, Marja, Tim, Toby).
- The answers will be used to write a paper in the PECS special issue and possibly follow up studies.
- Completing the survey will qualify you for acknowledgement in papers that use the data; you will also be invited to coauthor the manuscript if you are interested to do contribute to the writing of the manuscript within the narrow timeline available.
- Draft text for publication using these survey data will be shared with survey respondents before submission for publication. You can then clarify statements, request that you or your project remain anonymous, or that the data are removed. If you have not responded within 3 weeks we will assume that you consent for the text to be submitted for publication.

We thank you very much in advance for your support with this endeavor!

Patty, Berta, Chinwe, Marja, Tim, and Toby

**REFERENCES**

SURVEY

INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
By filling out this survey you indicate that
- I understand how data from this survey will stored and used
- I give consent for my name and project details to be stored with these data
- I will have 3 weeks to approve publication of data provided by my survey before publication. If I do not respond within three weeks my consent for publication will be assumed.
- I will inform lead authors if I am interested in participating as an author and will provide contributions to the different drafts of the manuscript.

GENERAL INFORMATION ON YOUR PROJECT

Please provide us with some basic information about your project.

What is the title of your project? _______________________
Project start date __________ Project end date __________

Where are your study site(s)?
   Name of region/locality
   Municipality
   State
   Country

Please provide a brief overview of what is the project about (150 words)

Where does the funding of the project come from?
How many people are directly (are paid by or have a fellowship directly linked to involved in the project?
   PIs ____
   Associate researchers __
   Postdocs __
   Graduate students __
   Undergraduate students __
   Stakeholders __

Which is your role in the project? (please click as many as needed to represent the team that filled this survey)
   PIs_
   Associate researcher_
   Postdoc_
   Graduate student_
   Undergraduate student_

Which countries are involved?
   Country of lead institution _______________________
   Other countries __________________________________
Who are the stakeholders involved?
  Government
    Local_
    State_
    Country levels_
  Land owners/managers_
  NGOs_
  Business_
  Other (please describe) ______________
PROBLEM ORIENTATION FEATURES

This section is about how the project was conceived and designed, who is involved in this, and what are the key steps involved.

1- Current performance of your project
Please provide us with your own list of up to three features of problem orientation features which you believe are important for PECS-type research, and rank the current performance of your project from 4 (excellent) to 1 (very poor) for each of these features.

Feature a. ____________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature b. ____________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature c. ____________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)

I’d be tempted to add an optional comments box under each of the questions 1-5. here as I think some good insights could be triggered by these questions as people go along, they might not have them to mind when they reach the end of the section.

2- Desirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are desirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) problem orientation features (that you have either encountered or would like to see in future projects) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Desirable aspect a. ____________
Desirable aspect b. ____________
Desirable aspect c. ____________
Desirable aspect d. ____________
Desirable aspect e. ____________
Desirable aspect f. ____________

3- Undesirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are undesirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) problem orientation features (that you have either encountered or feared to do so) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Undesirable aspect a. ____________
Undesirable aspect b. ____________
Undesirable aspect c. ____________
Undesirable aspect d. ____________
Undesirable aspect e. ____________
Undesirable aspect f. ____________

4- Enabling factors
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key factors that have enabled a good performance of your research project with respect to problem orientation features.

Enabling factor 1 ____________________________________________
Enabling factor 2 ____________________________________________
Enabling factor 3 ____________________________________________

5- Obstacles
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key obstacles that have prevented a good performance of your research project with respect to problem orientation features.

Obstacle 1 __________________________________________________
Obstacle 2 __________________________________________________
Obstacle 3 __________________________________________________

6- General comments
Please share with us any other insights with respect to problem orientation features that you think will be very useful to others undertaking this kind of research in the future.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
7- Relative importance
Based on your experience, how important do you think each of these aspects of **problem orientation features** are for achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.
The possible answers are: 1- completely unimportant, 2- fairly unimportant, 3- important, 4- Essential. Please do not just score every feature as 4 unless you are really convinced that they are all essential.

**Problem Orientation features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project initiation</th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. The project is triggered by a direct demand from stakeholders</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. The project is triggered by the identification of a key social-ecological sustainability issue</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. The project is a continuation of long-term research occurring in at least one of the research sites</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. The project is triggered by a suitable call for proposals</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of the research question</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. The research question is identified by the whole research team</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. The research question is identified in close collaboration with the stakeholders</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Iterative refinement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g. The research question is refined as the project evolves</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. The research question and priorities within the project are refined with direct involvement of stakeholders</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESEARCH TEAM FEATURES

This section is about the research team (comprising both researchers and stakeholders) and interactions within the team.

1- Current performance of your project
Please provide us with your own list of up to three features of research team features which you believe are important for PECS type research, and rank the current performance of your project from 4 (excellent) to 1 (very poor) for each of these features.

Feature a. ________________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature b. ________________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature c. ________________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)

2- Desirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are desirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) research team features (that you have either encountered or would like to see in future projects) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Desirable aspect a. ________________
Desirable aspect b. ________________
Desirable aspect c. ________________
Desirable aspect d. ________________
Desirable aspect e. ________________
Desirable aspect f. ________________

3- Undesirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are undesirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) research team features (that you have either encountered or feared to do so) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Undesirable aspect a. ________________
Undesirable aspect b. ________________
Undesirable aspect c. ________________
Undesirable aspect d. ________________
Undesirable aspect e. ________________
Undesirable aspect f. ________________

4- Enabling factors
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key factors that have enabled a good performance of your research project with respect to research team features.

Enabling factor 1 ____________________________________________
Enabling factor 2 ____________________________________________
Enabling factor 3 ____________________________________________
5- Obstacles
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key obstacles that have prevented a good performance of your research project with respect to research team features.
Obstacle 1 ____________________________________________________________
Obstacle 2 ____________________________________________________________
Obstacle 3 ____________________________________________________________

6- General comments
Please share with us any other insights with respect to problem orientation features that you think will be very useful to others undertaking this kind of research in the future.
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
7- Relative importance
Based on your experience, how important do you think each of these research team features are for achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

The possible answers are: 1-completely unimportant, 2-fairly unimportant, 3-important, 4-Essential. Please do not just score every feature as 4 unless you are really convinced that they are all essential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition of the research team</th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. The team incorporates researchers and students from different disciplines within the social and ecological sciences</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Local/regional stakeholders are embedded as full members of the team</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. The team incorporates both specialists and generalists</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. The team includes people that are embedded in or deeply connected to site (not necessarily themselves stakeholders)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. The team includes researchers and students from research and education institutions local to study sites</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. The team includes more senior researchers as well as young scholars</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. The team incorporates researchers and students from different disciplines within the social and ecological sciences</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudes of team members</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Team members have good interpersonal skills (empathy, communication)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Team members have an open-minded attitude and are curious towards other people's work</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Team members are strongly committed to the issues at the research site</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Team members are diligent, responsive and committed to the successful implementation of the project</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Communication allows for common understanding of the project and each others' work</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. There are frequent communications across the team (not just within groups)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Face to face meetings are held at least once a year among all the different members of the team</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. A boundary object or collaborative platform is available to foster exchange (please specify if so)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Trust between project participants has already been built, prior to project inception, over a sustained period (years)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Roles of project members are clearly defined</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Rules for decision-making are clearly defined</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c.</strong> Organizational structure for decision making allows all the members of the team to feel represented</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>d.</strong> Budget issues are openly discussed among leaders of the different teams involved</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVALUATIVE FEATURES

This section is about outputs and outcomes expected of the project, including those promised to the funders, those agreed upon with the stakeholders and those aimed for by the researchers involved (which may be explicit or not).

1- Current performance of your project
Please provide us with your own list of up to three features of evaluative features which you believe are important for PECS type research, and rank the current performance of your project from 4 (excellent) to 1 (very poor) for each of these features.

Feature a. __________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature b. __________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature c. __________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)

2- Desirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are desirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) evaluative features (that you have either encountered or would like to see in future projects) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Desirable aspect a. __________
Desirable aspect b. __________
Desirable aspect c. __________
Desirable aspect d. __________
Desirable aspect e. __________
Desirable aspect f. __________

3- Undesirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are undesirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) evaluative features (that you have either encountered or feared to do so) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Undesirable aspect a. __________
Undesirable aspect b. __________
Undesirable aspect c. __________
Undesirable aspect d. __________
Undesirable aspect e. __________
Undesirable aspect f. __________

4- Enabling factors
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key factors that have enabled a good performance of your research project with respect to evaluative features.

Enabling factor 1 ______________________________
Enabling factor 2 ______________________________
Enabling factor 3 ______________________________

5- Obstacles
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key obstacles that have prevented a good performance of your research project with respect to evaluative features.

Obstacle 1

Obstacle 2

Obstacle 3

6- General comments
Please share with us any other insights with respect to problem orientation features that you think will be very useful to others undertaking this kind of research in the future.
7- Relative importance
Based on your experience, how important do you think each of these types of products and outcomes are important for the success of PECS-type research. The possible answers are: 1- completely unimportant, 2- fairly unimportant, 3- important, 4- Essential. Please do not just score every feature as 4 unless you are really convinced that they are all essential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products expected from the research team</th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Scientific papers in international peer-reviewed indexed journals</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Policy briefs aimed at local, sub-national or national level decision-makers</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Policy support tools (e.g. decision-support systems)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Management guidelines and best practices manuals</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Outreach materials (e.g. leaflets) to be distributed in the study areas</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Outreach materials (e.g. videos)</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Scientific papers in international peer-reviewed indexed journals</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Outcomes expected from the research team and process |
|----------------------------------------|------------------|
| a. Team members have good interpersonal skills (empathy, communication) | 1 2 3 4 |
| b. Building capacities within academia at academic institutions within the study sites | 1 2 3 4 |
| c. Strengthening local informal institutions to foster decision-making | 1 2 3 4 |
| d. Strengthening sub-national and national formal institutions to foster decision-making | 1 2 3 4 |
CONCEPTUAL FEATURES

In this section we examine the key themes, concepts and approaches that are deemed most relevant for undertaking place-based social-ecological research.

1- Current performance of your project
Please provide us with your own list of up to three features of conceptual features which you believe are important for PECS type research, and rank the current performance of your project from 4 (excellent) to 1 (very poor) for each of these features.

Feature a. ___________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature b. ___________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature c. ___________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)

2- Desirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are desirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) conceptual features (that you have either encountered or would like to see in future projects) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Desirable aspect a. ___________
Desirable aspect b. ___________
Desirable aspect c. ___________
Desirable aspect d. ___________
Desirable aspect e. ___________
Desirable aspect f. ___________

3- Undesirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are undesirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) conceptual features (that you have either encountered or feared to do so) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Undesirable aspect a. ___________
Undesirable aspect b. ___________
Undesirable aspect c. ___________
Undesirable aspect d. ___________
Undesirable aspect e. ___________
Undesirable aspect f. ___________

4- Enabling factors
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key factors that have enabled a good performance of your research project with respect to conceptual features.

Enabling factor 1 ______________________________________________________________________
Enabling factor 2 ______________________________________________________________________
Enabling factor 3 ______________________________________________________________________
5- Obstacles
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key obstacles that have prevented a good performance of your research project with respect to conceptual features.
Obstacle 1
Obstacle 2
Obstacle 3

6- General comments
Please share with us any other insights with respect to problem orientation features that you think will be very useful to others undertaking this kind of research in the future.
7- Relative importance
Based on your experience, how important do you think each of these aspects of conceptual features are for achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.
The possible answers are: 1- completely unimportant, 2- fairly unimportant, 3-important, 4- Essential. Please do not just score every feature as 4 unless you are really convinced that they are all essential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas of assessment that should be included are</th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Biodiversity</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Ecological processes</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Biophysical conditions</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Economic activities</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Wellbeing</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Governance arrangements</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Informal institutions</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual approaches used as organizing frameworks for social-ecological sustainability research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Ecosystem services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Equity and justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Historical processes and legacy effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Knowledge sought from both conventional and traditional sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Resilience thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Transition theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Knowledge sought from both conventional and traditional sources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use of a conceptual framework</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. A conceptual framework is available to guide the research team and processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a conceptual framework is available please choose the appropriate option for describing how it was developed:

a. The conceptual framework was “borrowed” from a published source
b. The conceptual framework was “adapted” from a published source
c. The conceptual framework was developed from first principles by a small group of lead researchers
d. The conceptual framework was developed through participation of the majority of researchers
e. The conceptual frameworks was developed jointly by researchers and stakeholders
f. Other____________________________
CONTEXTUAL FEATURES

This section asks about the particular context of the research site (scale, socio-economic, political and historical context, geographic, spatial and temporal) and the particular research context (institutional setting, funding, types of links with stakeholders), and how these influence the dynamics of the research process.

1- Current performance of your project
Please provide us with your own list of up to three features of contextual features which you believe are important for PECS type research, and rank the current performance of your project from 4 (excellent) to 1 (very poor) for each of these features.

Feature a. ____________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature b. ____________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
Feature c. ____________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)

2- Desirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are desirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) contextual features (that you have either encountered or would like to see in future projects) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Desirable aspect a. ____________
Desirable aspect b. ____________
Desirable aspect c. ____________
Desirable aspect d. ____________
Desirable aspect e. ____________
Desirable aspect f. ____________

3- Undesirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are undesirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) contextual features (that you have either encountered or feared to do so) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

Undesirable aspect a. ____________
Undesirable aspect b. ____________
Undesirable aspect c. ____________
Undesirable aspect d. ____________
Undesirable aspect e. ____________
Undesirable aspect f. ____________

4- Enabling factors
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key factors that have enabled a good performance of your research project with respect to contextual features.

Enabling factor 1 ______________________________________________________________________
Enabling factor 2 ______________________________________________________________________
Enabling factor 3 ______________________________________________________________________
5- Obstacles
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key obstacles that have prevented a good performance of your research project with respect to **problem orientation features**.

Obstacle 1 ____________________________________________________________
Obstacle 2 ______________________________________________________________________
Obstacle 3 ______________________________________________________________________

6- General comments
Please share with us any other insights with respect to problem orientation features that you think will be very useful to others undertaking this kind of research in the future.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
## 7- Relative importance
Based on your experience, how important do you think each of these aspects of **contextual features** are for achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

The possible answers are: 1 - completely unimportant, 2 - fairly unimportant, 3 - important, 4 - Essential. Please do not just score every feature as 4 unless you are really convinced that they are all essential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Context and research design</strong></th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Multiple sites are selected to capture a range of biophysical and societal conditions to foster comparison</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Multiple spatial scales are addressed</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. The spatial scales at which decision-making takes place are explicitly taken into account</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. The project encompasses research over the long-term</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Few enough study sites are included to allow for deep understanding at each</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Multiple sites are selected to capture a range of biophysical and societal conditions to foster comparison</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. Multiple spatial scales are addressed</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Understanding of key characteristics of research site</strong></th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. All main type(s) of ecosystems (including agroecosystems) at the study site</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. The local historical context is addressed</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. The key stakeholders are identified</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. The cultural context is addressed</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. The socio-political drivers and context are addressed</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Cross-scale governance influences are addressed</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Context of research feasibility</strong></th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Funding is obtained from both the countries where study sites are located as well as countries where other members of the team are located</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Funding is available for this kind of research</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Funding is available for start-up or piloting costs</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Home institutions of researchers foster/recognize the importance of trans-disciplinary research</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Context of research implications</strong></th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Ethical guidelines of interaction with stakeholders and other local/regional actors, and among team members are explicitly taken into account</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. The direction of research is protected from manipulation by powerful stakeholders</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Research results are used for original project aims rather than stakeholders promoting their own agenda</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
METHODOLOGICAL FEATURES

In this section we explore which tools and types of methodological approaches constitute the research process. Irrespective of what actually happened in the project we are looking for what you think should have been done.

1- Current performance of your project
Please provide us with your own list of up to three features of methodological features which you believe are important for PECS type research, and rank the current performance of your project from 4 (excellent) to 1 (very poor) for each of these features.

*Feature a.* ________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
*Feature b.* ________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)
*Feature c.* ________ 1 (very poor), 2 (poor), 3 (good), 4 (excellent)

2- Desirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are desirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) contextual features (that you have either encountered or would like to see in future projects) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

*Desirable aspect a.* ________
*Desirable aspect b.* ________
*Desirable aspect c.* ________
*Desirable aspect d.* ________
*Desirable aspect e.* ________
*Desirable aspect f.* ________

3- Undesirable aspects
Please tell us what do you think are undesirable aspects of the above (and other if needed) contextual features (that you have either encountered or feared to do so) towards achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

*Undesirable aspect a.* ________
*Undesirable aspect b.* ________
*Undesirable aspect c.* ________
*Undesirable aspect d.* ________
*Undesirable aspect e.* ________
*Undesirable aspect f.* ________

4- Enabling factors
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key factors that have enabled a good performance of your research project with respect to problem orientation features.

*Enabling factor 1* ______________________________________________________________________
*Enabling factor 2* ______________________________________________________________________
*Enabling factor 3* ______________________________________________________________________
5- Obstacles
Please tell us what do you think have been the three key obstacles that have prevented a good performance of your research project with respect to **problem orientation features**.

Obstacle 1 ____________________________________________

Obstacle 2 ____________________________________________

Obstacle 3 ____________________________________________

6- General comments
Please share with us any other insights with respect to problem orientation features that you think will be very useful to others undertaking this kind of research in the future.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
### 7- Relative importance

Based on your experience, how important do you think each of these aspects of **methodological features** are for achieving successful place-based social-ecological sustainability research.

The possible answers are: 1- completely unimportant, 2- fairly unimportant, 3-important, 4- Essential. Please do not just score every feature as 4 unless you are really convinced that they are all essential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of research methods</th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. The projects uses both qualitative and quantitative methodological approaches</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. The project uses both methods from Natural and Social Science</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. The project uses participatory methods, including individual and deliberative tools</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of methodological approaches</th>
<th>Importance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. The project uses participatory action research approach</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. The project incorporates explicitly uncertainty in its methodological approaches</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. The methods allow for triangulation of the information</td>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME!**